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About This Game

A hundred years in the future, man lives aboard a giant orbital spacestation. The Earth is lost to an unknown alien presence, but
resources are running low, and you must make your way through unused testing areas to eventually land on a post-apocalyptic

planet, and make your way through the ruins into the ancient research labs, in order to locate a cure.

Build physics-based vehicles from a range of modular blocks, solve puzzles to move down from orbit, across the Earth's surface
and deep into the lost labs. Locate missing robots, explore secret areas and unlock the secrets of a long-lost civilisation.

Using over 25 unique physics components, design vehicles to navigate treacherous and difficult terrain, from low-gravity
spacestation environments, through ruined buildings, on to massive destroyed cityscapes, this puzzle game will test your

ingenuity and your patience!
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When you wake up, you're in White Haven. You don't know anything apart that a little girl needs you. However, this abandoned
facility is creepy. And what's with antidote?

In other words, White Haven Mysteries has everything for me to enjoy: dark plot, mysterious places and a constant question of
why you? However, the game is giving away quickly the twist of the story... But still, it was exciting to know more. And
unfortunately, well, I'm still confused about many elements.

The gameplay is standard: find items, clear hidden objects, solve puzzles, etc.. The hidden objects scenes are quite a thing: big
list, items well hidden or partially visible, etc.. The puzzles were quite easy. I didn't really need to use the skip button. However,
sometimes, it wasn't easy to find your way through. But each area cleared is tagged as such, so, you know where to go
ultimately.

The graphics are good and the soundtrack is really giving you creepy feelings. I understand that the game is aimed more towards
horror and moments to jump on your chair, however, it's soft.

Apart the fact that on Win 8.1, I have to close Steam through the task manager because once White Haven closed, it's still giving
a signal that I'm still in the game, White Haven Mysteries is really a decent HO games. I just wish that the plot makes more
sense (in the end, I still don't know what I was doing there, who brought me here, if there is any real person behind, etc..).
Anyway, I'm still recommending the game.. At first, the puzzles were somewhat hard to understand but then you get the hang of
it and its not that bad and kind of clever. But then i was stuck in the final hall for about 45min trying to understand what to do
next, having no clues on how to continue. I managed to finish the game but not in a way that i would want to. Meaning i had to
look up for certain code in a youtube walkthrough, and the guy too said to not ask him where he find it, and i hated that i had to
look it up somewhere else.(BTW, i played it twice, the first playthrough i gave up finding clues in the hallway, the 2nd time i got
it from a youtube walkthrough) I like hard to crack puzzles but lurking around in a hallway for 45min and not finding any clue...
its kind of dissappointing. I wouldnt call it a horror game because of 1 and a half semi-jumpscares. i dont mind the graphics but
it would be great if interactions werent buggie.
Overall i give this game 5\/10.
. So far it's more enjoyable than I expected.
Like other FPP (first person puzzler) games in the wake of Portal (QUBE, Polarity etc), it's obviously a low budget game by a
small team, and doesn't have the best visuals or polish. But the mechanics are solid, and there's enough interesting puzzles and
content for a good amount of hours yet.
The level I just completed was rather simple to finish, but had some more interesting puzzling to get the collectibles as well.
If you enjoyed the other games I mentioned, I think you'll enjoy this too. I paid sale price but wouldn't have been dissapointed at
the regular price, it's so cheap anyway.

Also the mining reminds me of the glass house tech demo in the original Red Faction.. Yet another Dharker game

This one's pretty good as far as the genre goes, the genre being simple-ish short VNs. There's a ton of choices, plenty of routes, R18
patch available (if that's your thing) and it's well made as far as the background and character art goes.

The story isn't going to blow you away, but at least the setting is interesting.. An expansive hidden-object casual game, where you get
to explore locations to find objects that you need to complete quests, use on monsters or assemble into collections. Graphics are nice-
looking, music is just a few variations of the same melody that has an oriental underscore but otherwise it’s just an average
ambient. The main problem of the game, though, is its energy system – exploring locations consumes “energy” like a thirster, and
replenishing it is agonizingly slow. But once you figure out the “yesterday’s date” trick (described in the discussion forum, and
without it I wouldn’t have recommended this game) that effectively resolves the energy crisis, you get plenty of hours of fun with
finding hidden objects (even if it gets somewhat repetitive after a while), completing quests and satisfying your collector’s mania..
Overall, a very nice locomotive! ..but unfortunately with some misses.. for example: if you turn the cablight on...you can't turn it
off again!.. no workable button for instrument lightning lacks I

functional opening windows have been desirable..

I hope that these described errors would be corrected as soon as possible with an update!!
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+ especially for the 4-functioning pantographs that generate real lifelike lightning while driving!!. Unexpectedly fun and enjoyable.
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finally, a game where i can be my fursona. This game deserves more reviews than is here at this time. Although at the time of
this review I have only played the tutorial and the first portion of the campaign mode and I can say that this is a very cool (pun
intended) vr game. A quick breakdown of the game is you are making delightful icy treats to customers in a quick and precice
manner, trying to both please the customer and not run out of product. The game play seems natural and is easily picked up.
Once you understand and get to know the layout of your treat delivering ship, it becomes your vr workspace and you adapt to it.
I felt like I was in space serving icy treats like a bartender....creating not mixology with liquids but with ice cream...garnishing
with fruits, sauces, creams, and sprinkles. The game unlocks other falvors, sauces, toppings, etc. as you progress making you
want to come back and find out what new recipes have evolved from what has been unlocked. If you have been like me...had
this on the wishlist and was up in the air about it until you've read someones review on it...wait no more and get this..you wont
be sorry...if you enjoy this type of game play this is a great twist (again intended) on the gameplay. You can find a quick review
video here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/cP4rP5ZPkoY. This game respekts the whammen.
It's a bit derpy and broken, but it seems to be still in development so if you want to keep a self publishing indie dev off the
streets feel free to buy this on sale or whatever.. This game is bland. You never feel connected to your colonists, nor your
colony. Pretty much all the technology is given to you at the start. You can only gain tech by trading for goods through an
AWFUL interface. Moreover, the trading system is completely binary and random. It's just a clunkly game with bland
mechanics.. Let's just be straight: Half of the reason you're gonna want to buy this game is because of the amazing OST. Module
is an amazing musician and he needs all the recognition he can get. Other than that, it's basically Breakout with physics. A cool
concept with a lot of mileage, and it works a lot! However, it can get a little tiring when so many things fly at you and make you
risk losing a ball because of some dodgy physics. It's good fun, but a little monotone after a while.. My childhood. This is a
really fun expansion to a really fun game. Lots of new stuff, and an awesome new character.

The reason I can't recommend this expansion at this point is due to the RNG nature of how you gain cards; Now that I have a
good deal of the cards from the original game, and really only want the new cards (at least for commons), having to spin for
cards feels really bad. I feel like I'm being punished for having played the game before the expansion when I have to watch 100
gold turn into 5 measly shards over and over again, without ever seeing a new card.

It didn't feel bad when all of the cards were new to me, but the fact that I'm after such a small subset of cards make it feel like
there's no reason to try now. I would even go as far as to say that the expansion, while fun, has managed to ruin the game for me;
the grind has been made too intolerable for the game to feel rewarding now.. Smexy new batmobile and a smexy robin.. Starts as
a standard tower defense. Ideal number of units, towers and upgrades.
Additionally there is a battle mode, when you can set up your wave while still must do the tower defense thing.
Very well balanced. Fun for a 7-10 hours.
Not really uses the VR capabilities, but controls are fine and easy.

Recommended!. I've been watching for the games on the Steam Greenlight for some time. One distinct genre of games on
Greenlight is the games done with RPG Maker. Unfortunately, most of them looks generic and not attracting my attention. But
Celia's Quest charmed me when I first saw it. It was so much different!

The indie games attract me because you can feel the very soul of developer, not a common thing for mainstream AAA projects.
And in Celia's Quest this feeling is very strong. The story, the characters, the world: it all brings the mark of care and love. Just
read the game manual and you'll see it yourself.

This game becomes a truly place for rest for me, when I leave this dull world and enter the bright, colorful and happy world of
Celia's valley, filled with interesting and funny places, characters and monsters (my personal favorite is Fast Mini Bear :) ).
Another thing I like about this game is its nonviolent behaviour. Actually, you are not even killing monsters in the normal sense
of this word, you are beating 'em so hard, that they just cry and go away :)

Also, I like the idea of skill tokens and tutors. Instead of endlessly earning XP points, you should find some thing calling a
token, that can be exchanged for a new spell or skill. Unfortunately, these tokens are often located in the chests behind powerful
bosses :) But sometimes you can just explore the area a little bit to find it.

The game is filled with interesting small puzzles. For example, in the Sandy Place you should activate the towers in the correct
order, and in the Fire Temple you should pull the triggers to prevent yourself from roasting on fire, and so on.

Some bad parts of this game: only one music track for all fights. Not a bad one though, it is humming in my head right now :)
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Also all monsters are depicted on the map by identical lantern-like sprites. But on the fight screen each monster is of course
different and drawn with the same love as the rest of this game. Damn, I just cannot criticize this game, I like it so much :)

Oh, and the monsters have different abilities... And you can develop you character to be a warrior or a mage... And you can
befriend with the interesting characters and listen to their stories... And so much more!

I hope that this game will be the same flash of light in your life, if you will buy it!
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